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IThe Code for the prevention of improper influence due to conflicts of interest 
requires that all prospective parties involved in preparing scientific advisory 
reports and health care guidelines in the Netherlands fill in, sign and return the 
enclosed declaration.

The declaration contains questions relating to your current position and ancillary 
positions as well as any direct and indirect interests that could lead to improper 
influence. Any semblance of a conflict of interest will also be taken into account in 
the assessment, as it may compromise the authority of the recommendation or the 
guideline as well as your own reputation. If you are unsure whether to report a 
certain affiliation, you should consider how this would appear to the general public. 
A more detailed explanation is provided in the Code.

Please answer all questions. If the information requested does not apply to you, 
please state this. If there is insufficient space in the text fields, please use the space 
available on page 7.

The form will be assessed and subsequently made public.

Declaration of interest 
Accompanying the Code for the prevention of improper influence due to conflicts of interest 
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Applicant’s personal details 

Committee 

Member's name

Principal position(s) 

Please state the job title and the employer, and if you hold several positions, please state the 
scope of each position.

Ancillary positions
Please briefly describe the activities involved in each position, and state whether they 
are remunerated or not.
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Personal financial interests 

This relates to whether you will derive financial gain from (specific 
outcomes arising from) the recommendation or the guideline.

Examples: 

 Employed by a company that operates in the field to which the
recommendation/guideline relates.

 Paid consultancy services in the business sector or for an interest group.
 Direct financial interests in a company (shares or stock options).
 Ownership of a product patent.

Personal relationships 

Are there people close to you who could benefit from specific outcomes arising from the 
recommendation? Examples are relatives once removed, partners, friends or close 
colleagues.
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Externally funded research 

This relates to participation in research funded by semi-government/ 
governmental organisations, funds or industry, where the financier may have an 
interest in (specific outcomes arising from) the recommendation or guideline. 

Interests pertaining to intellectual property and reputation 

This situation may arise if you stand to benefit from (specific outcomes arising from) the 
recommendation or the guideline without such benefit being of a financial nature. This 
includes advantages derived from intellectual property or recognition, for instance.

Examples: 

 Increased recognition for intellectual property due to the committee's work.

 Safeguards to your own reputation/position, the position of the employer or 
other interest organisations, or acquisition of recognition.

 Unique, specialist expertise on the areas and sub-areas covered by the 
recommendation/guideline, offering the potential for 'commodification'. This 
may concern a medical product, procedure or intervention, as well as a new 
theoretical concept or model or a new organisational or logistical approach.

 Figurehead for a patient organisation or professional association.
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Other interests 

Do you or those around you have any other interests that could be a source of 
potential embarrassment to you, your environment or the organisation if made public? 

I, the undersigned 

I. declare that I have read the Code for the prevention of improper 
influence due to conflicts of interest;

II. declare that I have listed all relevant relationships and interests in 
good faith;

III. declare that I will immediately report any interim changes in the 
interests reported.

Signature of prospective committee member 

Date 
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Decision (to be completed by the requesting organisation) 

Member's name 

Committee 

There are no circumstances precluding participation in the committee.

Participation in the committee is permitted subject to the condition that the expert will not 
participate in deliberations concerning the examination of and decision-making on:

Participation in the committee is permitted subject to another condition, i.e.:

Although participation in the committee cannot be permitted, the expert may provide the 
committee with the required expertise by means of a hearing procedure conducted for the 
purpose of examining and decision-making on the dossier.

Participation in the committee cannot be permitted due to an excessive potential risk of 
improper influence.

Name

Position

Date

Initials

Explanation (optional)
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More detailed explanation of relationships and interests (optional): 


	Nevenwerkzaamheden: Editor-in-chief, Engineering Studies (small stipend meant to help with travel to conferences)Member of editorial board (i.e., co-editor), Historical Studies in the Natural Sciences (no remuneration)Smaller advisory roles for other journals and presses (History of Science; Technology and Culture; History and Philosophy of Technoscience; no remuneration for any of them)
	Hoofdfunctie(s): Professor of the history of science, technology, and innovation at the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Maastricht University
	Persoonlijke relaties: Not that I am aware of. As explained below, one of my externally-funded research projects is tangentially related to the topic of the commission, and the members of that project will therefore be interested in the commission's findings. However, I can't foresee any way in which members of the project would "benefit from specific outcomes arising from the recommendation" of the commission.
	Persoonlijke financiële belangen: No financial interest
	Intellectuele belangen en reputatie: I don't foresee any advantage deriving from participation in this commission. As noted above, the remit of the commission slightly overlaps with the topic of the NANOBUBBLES project; but the reputations of the project and its members will not be enhanced by my participation in this commission. As noted elsewhere above, I am (co)editor at two journals, and this commission might examine how journals have been affected by the pandemic; again, however, I don't foresee any benefit to myself or those journals arising from my participation or from any recommendation that the commission might make.
	Extern gefinancierd onderzoek: I am currently PI or co-PI on two externally-funded research projects. One project is not obviously connected to the topic of the commission. The only link I can see is that the project is peripherally related to the history of climate change and greenhouse gas emissions. Any recommendations the commission might make related to scientists' travel (or other aspects of scientists' carbon footprints) would offer a (thin) thematic link to the project, but not one where I or the "financier may have an interest in (specific outcomes arising from) the recommendation" of the commission. That project is an NWO Vici grant, "Managing Scarcity and Sustainability: The Oil Industry, Alternative Energy, and Environmentalism in the Age of Scarcity," VI.C.191.067, running 2020-2025.      I am also co-PI on a project with some bearing on the commission's work, although neither I nor the financier have any interests in any specific recommendations. That project examines circulation of scientific errors and corrections of errors within and beyond scientific communities. Knowledge-circulation practices that have been affected by, or arisen due to, the pandemic (e.g., changes made in the format of scientific conferences) are a topic of interest for the members of the project and presumably also for this commission. Errors and (non)corrections of errors relating to COVID-19 might also be of interest to both the commission and the project. However, project members have no stake in the commission's recommendations. The project is European Research Council award NANOBUBBLES, project 951393, running 2021-2026.
	Overige belangen: Not that I am aware of.
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